Whelen Engineering Company, Inc.
Since 1952 Whelen Engineering Company, Inc. (“Whelen”) has been the acknowledged leader in
research, development, and manufacturing of safety warning systems, including emergency lights,
sirens, public address systems, and related public safety products used in automotive, aviation,
railroad, marine, and other applications.

As demand for the highly-regarded Whelen products has grown, so has the company.
Today, Whelen maintains twenty-five locations throughout the United States, Canada,
Mexico, and Europe. Whelen is the only U.S. manufacturer of emergency warning
equipment to still manufacture its products entirely in the United States. Learn more about
the company at www.whelen.com.
Whelen maintains its edge in the marketplace by responding to the needs of the emergency
warning industry. The company stands behind its innovative products with a world-class
customer service network. Quality throughout is the linchpin of success for Whelen.
As part of its ongoing effort to ensure quality and protect its intellectual property and other
rights, Whelen is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owners (“VeRO”) Program. Whelen
strictly enforces its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to, its patents,
trademarks, and copyrights.
Whelen has the exclusive right to use its intellectual property, and any use without Whelen’s
express written permission is prohibited. Whelen regularly monitors the Internet, including
auction sites, in order to protect its intellectual property rights. Unauthorized use of
Whelen’s intellectual property or other proprietary material in connection with the sale or
offering for sale of any item on eBay will result in our notification to eBay of such use and
the removal of the auction. Note that the manufacture, distribution, and/or sale of counterfeit
Whelen merchandise is illegal and subject to prosecution.
As of December 8, 2009, the following are trademarks, some registered in the United States
and other countries, of Whelen:

















ACTIONFLASH™
ALPHA™
BETA™
COMET FLASH®
DASH-KING™
DASH-MISER™
DIAGNOSTIX™
DOMINATOR™
DOT-LED®
EDGE 9000®
EDGE®
FASTTRAX™
FLATLIGHTER™
FREEDOM™
GRILLE-MASTER™
GUARDIAN™


















HD PRO™
HEADBOARD-LED™
INNER-BEAM®
INNER-EDGE™
INTERCEPTOR™
JUSTICE®
LFL™
LINEAR-LED®
LO-PRO™
MAX BEAM®
MIRROR-BEAM™
OPTI-SCENELIGHT™
PACKER™
PIERCEALERT™
PIERCER II™
PROJECT A-FLEX®




















PROJECTOR™
QUINTFLASH™
RAPID-FLASH™
RESPONDER®
ROTA-BEAM™
SCAN-LOCK™
SI TEST®
SIGNALALERT
SLIMLIGHTER™
SMART ARROW MESSENGER®
SMARTLED®
SOLO-STROBE™
STROBE II®
STROBEPLUS+™
SUPER 360 LED®
SUPER STROBE®
SUPER-LED®
TIR3™




















TIR6™
TRAFFIC ADVISOR™
TRIPLEFLASH™
TWIN SIDE BEAM™
ULTRA™
UNDERPRO™
VAL-U-BARS™
WECAN®
WHELEN® (Benelux)
WHELEN® (Canada)
WHELEN™ (China)
WHELEN® (Denmark)
WHELEN® (France)
WHELEN® (Germany)
WHELEN™ (Indonesia)
WHELEN® (Japan)
WHELEN® (Mexico)
WHELEN® (U.S.)

